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mation-transfer rate. In addition, the scheme is 
insensitive to minor variations in the multiplexing 
parameters. Our analysis is based on a Hamilto- 
nian reduction of the dispersion-managed nonlin- 
ear Schrodinger equatiod, and is corroborated 
with direct numerical simulations. 
Using the conventional soliton normalizations, Z 
represents the physical distance normalized by the 
dispersion length, T represents the physical time 
normalized by Td1.67 where To is the full-width 
at half-maximum (FWHM) of the pulse envelope, 
Q@,V is the electric-field envelope normalized 
by the (path-averaged) peak field power, and a@) 
represents the periodic map ofthe group-velocity 
dispersion (GVD) coefficient (numerical values 
specified later). Q@,V evolves according to 
Time (os) .. , 
Fig. 3. Remeved temporal intensity (solid line) 
and chirp (dashed line) of 40 GbitJs pulses 
directly afler EDFA. 
rhr n o d m a r  puke compressor consists of a 
lengtn ofhighly nonlinear fiber ( l iS l .F~ fdloued 
by 3 lencth ofstmdard s i n s l ~  mode fibrr. (S'rlFI 
The len&s of the fibers yewired for the CO&- 
presor ;err. obwined nom numencil rm"num, 
u,mg the nmlineu Schrodinger equation (NLSE) 
a d  rhr inmt fidJ obwined from the FROG mer- 
surement.'The fiber parameters used in the simu- 
lation are listed in table 1. 
Loss Dirpor~ioo NonlIar~.rity 
Fiber (dnikm) (psinmntm) (nV.km) 
HNLF 0.59 0.2 10.4 
SMF ,0.25 18.5 1.3 
Table 1. Fiber parameters used in numerical 
model 
The optimum compfessor designed to compress the 
7.4 ps duration 40 Gbids pulses to a duration of 
around 3.5 ps requires 1.01 !an of HNLF followed 
by 200 m of SMF. The evolution of the pulse width 
as a function of propagation distance predicted by 
the simulation is s h o m  in the inserl to figure 1. It 
should be noted that whilst the minimum pulse 
duration of 3.2 ps is seen to occu  after only 150 m 
the a c h d  length of SMF chosen was 200 m. This 
was because the simulations showed that this gave 
a bener compromise between pulse width and 
extinction ratio as funher ammeation in the SMF 
results in a reduction of th; pe'de?al 
The 40 GbiWs pulses were launched into the 
HNLF with a relatively modest average power of 
18.9 dBm. The OualiN of the Dulse comoressor 
was characterised by 'carrying 'out FRO6 mea- 
surements on the compressed output pulses. Fig- 
ure 4 shows the retrieved temporal intensity 
(circles) and chirp (squares). Also shown in figure 
4 is the calculated temporal intensity (solid line) 
and chirp (dashed line) based on the numerical 
propagation of thr mcrwrcd input field (fig 31 
through thr designed compressor The calculated 
rcsu116 show ~xeel lent  amecmcm with the c x ~ c n -  ~ ~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~ ~~ ~~~~ ~ ~ 
mentally measured output fields. The compressed 
pulses have a pulse width of  3.4 ps and the extinc- 
tion ratio is only slightly reduced to 21 dB. 
Time (ps) - 
-1 Fig. 4: Comparison between the calculated tem- 
poral intensity ( d i d  line) and chirp (dashed line) 
and the experimentally measured temporal inten- 
sity (circles) and chirp (squares) of the 40 Gbitis 
pulses after the fiber compressor. 
In order to demonstrate the suitability of these 
compressed pulses for multiplexing to higher 
aggregate bit-rates the compressed pulses were 
multiplexed in a passive fiber delay line MUX to 
80 Gbitis. The temporal intensity and chirp rehieved 
from FROG measurements an the 80 Gbitis pulse 
train are shown in figure 5 .  The extinction ratio 
after the MUX is reduced to 16 dB due to the 
small pedestal that is present on the compressed 
40 GbiUs pulses. 
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big 5 Ketne\cd temporal !ntmsit) (solid line) 
and chup (da,hcd line) of 80 Gbiir pulses aflcr 
the MLX 
The high-resolution FROG was used to aptimise 
and characterise the 40 Gbitis pulses generated 
from an extemallv modulated CW laser diode. 
'The system produfed 7.4 PE chirp free pulses with 
an extinction ratio of 23 dB that would be suitable 
for use in a 40 GbiWs WDM system. "he design of 
a nonlinear fiber compressor was greatly simpli- 
fied using a numerical simulation based on the 
retrieved electric field from the FROG measure- 
menu. The compressor design was experimen- 
tally realized and its performance was, verified 
using FROG measurements. The compressed 
pulses were 3.4 ps in duration and after multiplex- 
ing to 80 GbiVs had an extinction ratio of 16 dB. 
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The nonlinear e~alutron of a hrperrian-managed 
soliton admiis a novel nonlinear multiplexing 
rchcmc tor optical r o m " ~ r a u a n r  Informaim 
15 coded onto the ~anonicsl ~aramctm ( chm and . .  
width) characterizing the puire. 
We show that that in dispersion-managed fiber 
communication channels, there exists the possi- 
bility o fa  nonlinear multiplexing scheme, with no 
linear analog, that effectively multiplies the bit- 
rate thmughput several-fold. Alternatively, we 
may achieve the same bit-rate while relaxing the 
requirements on the pulse width, so that slower 
modulation speeds and narmwband in-line filters 
may be used without paying a penalty in the infor- 
where R(Z,V is a complex-valued white mise pro- 
cess (amplitude Icl<<l) characterizing the ampli- 
fied spontaneous emission (ASE) noise added by 
the amplifiers along the transmission channel. 
The envelope ofthe pulse, with an implicit carrier 
frequency and wavenumber, may be characterized 
as a dynamical system, fundamentally dependent 
nonlinearly as funciions of th; propagation dis- 
tance; in cenain cases, a subset of these parame- 
ters are exclusively mutually dependent and 
evolve in bounded closed orbits. 
We use a Gaussian ansatzl, 
Q(z,T) = A h e x p & [ ~ ( T - C ) * ] +  
+ in(T -c) + i b x z ( T  -c)' +(/z] 
(2) 
where A is the amplitude enhancement factorl, K 
IS a number wed IO equalc the pulse width of 
Eq (1 )  to that of the ~ o n v ~ n t i o n a l  first-order \oh- 
ton. CIZ I IS the tcmmral center of  the DUIS~ m the 
moving reference Game (or mow-velbcitv varia- 
tion rhlaboratory coordmal&J. ~(ZI IS a phase, 
and q(Z) and p(Z) rcpreseni the width and chrp. 
~CSLWCIIVCIV The width and ehim of the aulre 
obtained ~n the noisel~ss CBSC 1c=0) from direct 
numencal simulation, using the split-srcp Founer 
method Prooaeation 01 a bastream I C ~ ~ C ~ O D C  
FWHM 16 pi) was examined over 4000'an us& 
the following symmetric dispersion map: 22.5 h of 
normal-dispemion fiber with G M  eaeffiicient -2.1 
ps/(h-nmj, followed by 6 !an of A D  fiber with 
GVD coefficient +17.45 OS/(~-NII). and then 
another 22 5 km of ND f;ber' with GVD coeffi- 
C ~ I  -2 I pr(km-nm). The iniiisl values used In 
this example for the o u w ~  and inner orbits were 
in.B\=iO4.0\ with A=1.53 and ln.Di=i0.9.01 with ~..., ~ . 1. 
A=1.70, &ectively. 
Using an ansstz Qo for the pulseshape in the 
absence of perturbations [e.g., Eq. (2)], we can 
form the evolution equations for the canonical 
parameters based on the Euler-Lagrange principle, 
(4) 
where ~(ZJ represenu the dispersion map (GVD 
coefficient). With E=o, the above system of ODE 
reconsmcu the phase-plane diagram shown in Fig. 
1 with a high degree of accuracyLS. 
The multiplexing scheme works as follows: the 
source (laserhncdulator) launches a pulse with a 
panicular combination of amplitude (width), q, and 
chirp, p, to place a particular pulse onto a selected 
hajectory, i.e., by choosing an initial value for 
q=qhjtiai and for PB~tid, we select the unique 
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non-overlapping orbits are shown, as determined by the initial parameters ofthe pulse. The arrows Optical fibers with air hales in their cross-section 
indicate the direction of evolution. can deliver previously unimaginable perfor- 
mance. They retlresent an alternative fiber tech- 
contour that the pulse traverses as it propagates 
down the fiber. Different contours are assigned to 
the various alphabets of a multi-level code. Small 
variations in the initial parameters select an adja- 
cent contour and are not ofconsequence if the sep- 
aration bemeen the contom assigned to different 
codes is chosen to be large enough (see below). 
For the transmitter, a practical way of generating 
solitons of specific widths, especially in the pico- 
second regime, has been demonstrated recently by 
utilizing adiabatic compression in Raman amplifi- 
ers". At the receiver, straightfonvard techniques 
to distinguish between different envelope widths 
have been demonstratediii, based on the soliton 
self-frequency shift. [This approach has the 
advantage of being highly sensitive to the pulse- 
width, as the frequency shift is (inversely) propar- 
tional to the fourth power of the pulsewidth.] 
Far example, it is practical, for current receiver 
tecbnology, to require that the pulse be unchirped 
at the detector. In this case, there are WO allowed 
values of q=qfinai and p=pfi..l for each orbit, and 
the two orbits shown in Fig. I can implement a 
four-symbol multiplexing scheme, multiplying 
the single channel bit rate (Ilinter-pulse separa- 
tion) by 400%. Altematively, we may achieve the 
Same bit-rate while relaxing the requirements on 
the pulse width, so that slower modulation speeds 
and narrowband in-line filters may be used. 
The effect of "predominantly amplified spontane- 
ous emission (ASE) noise from the amplifiers" 
broadens the contoursl" and may cause near-lying 
orbits to overlap. As described in detail elsewhere", 
we select arbits that are sufficiently far apart in the 
phase plane so that they do not overlap to the 
required probability of ermr. The parameter of 
interest is an effective "noise radius", which repre- 
sents how 'thick" the contom become, on the 
average, when q and p are pembed by the sto- 
chastic noise kicks at the optical amplifiers. An 
analytical estimate of this noise radius may be 
obtained using an adiabatic variational approachS. 
Fig. 2 has been obtained directly from simulation 
for equally spaced amplifiers of gain 10 dB and 
noise figure 3 dB. In this case, four multiplexing 
levels are allowed, with q=qfinai and p=prel 
defined by the centers of the black circles. In this 
examole. we have maintained the requirement 
that 6 c  enrrlopei arc unchirprd LII the &ccwcr tn 
defining h..~ (The nonuniform dcnwy of pornh 
mrrcl) wIlc; i~  that thc pulw uavcncs the phasr- 
plane with a non-uniform vclociry I 
n 
Fig 2 Soiremdused broadcning 01 IJUI conlours 
in rhe phase-plane. The CIKICS, unh radii defined 
by the "noise radius" derrnbcd m thr lexl. drawn 
&und the paints representing the received enve- 
lope q=qfinai and $=ps..i values, indicate the 
effective noise radius for a 10-9 probability of 
emr of overlap. 
If receivers can be reliably designed to detect the 
quadratic c h i  ofthe received pulse, then substan- 
tially more multiplexing levels can be allowed by 
selecting non-overlapping neighborhoods for the 
parameters at the output of the channel. These 
neighborhoods are isomorphic to circles in R2 or n- 
balls in Rn. The ultimate limits of such multiplex- 
ing are directly related to sphere (or ellipsoid) 
packing problems in n-dimensions, where n is the 
number of statistically significant parameters. Fur- 
ther, for shorter distances, more levels may be 
defmed since the noise radii are smaller 
The authors are grateful to Dr E. Cmsignani and 
DK F Motera for useful direussions. This work 
was funded by DARPA, ONU, and AFOSU.. 
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nology whkh is at a relatively early stage of 
development, but which can already outperform 
conventional fibers in certain respects. 
Fibers as Cages 
Conventional fiber optics relies on the use of two 
bulk media to form an optical waveguide, 
severely limiting the performance possibilities of 
the fibers. The limitations arise due to the optical 
properties of the restricted range of naturally 
occurring materials that have suitable mechanical 
and thermal properties for fiber drawing, and 
because of the small number of free parameters 
available to the fiber designer. There is another 
way of forming optical fibers: by microstructur- 
inga single maieriil. Such fibershave a long her- 
itage [I]  but have become a subject of intense 
activitv over the oast few vem.  The interest is 
due tdrecognitioi of the fintastic potential that 
such fibers offer, as well as the excellent progress 
by several groups towards recognizing this poten- 
tial in different forms. 
Mierostluctured fibers, also variously called pho- 
tonic crystal fibers (PCF's) and ''holey" fibers, 
use the very large index contrast between glass 
and air to influence the behavior of light in the 
stluctwe This is done by incorporating an array 
of holes into the fiber cross-section, This "holey" 
material is then used to form the cladding of an 
optical fiber waveguide. The pattern of holes is 
formed on B macroscopic scale in the fiber pre- 
form, and then reduced in transverse dimensions 
by several orders of magnitude while the preform 
is being drawn to fiber, This means that one can 
form features on the micron or even submicron 
scale urine relativelv simole fabrication oroce- 
~~I ~~~~. ~~~~~ ~~~~ 
d u m  - thzy really can be "made by h&'. One 
such procedure [2], widely used for silica PCF's, 
is the stack-and-draw process. in which tens or 
hundreds of silica capillaries are stacked together 
before being drawn down. Other demonstrated 
preform fabrication technologies include exm-  
sion [3,4] and sol-gel casting. However the pre- 
form is created, the problem facing the fabricators 
remains the same: how to draw the stlucture down 
while maintaining the required uniformity and 
structural parameters. 
In PCF, light can be confined and guided along 
the fiber by "e than just one mechanism. One 
possibility is to surround a pure silica core with a 
lattice of air holes. These holes form the bars of a 
cage that traps light in guided modes in the core. 
The situation can be considered to be analomus 
IO con~cntional fibcr oprics if wc ass,@ an d e c -  
11ve rehacine index IO Be"hole~"rladding mate- 
nsl Ilou,evcr, both the d e x  and the dlrpersron 
of this efiectivc indn malrnal arc hiehlv cnm- - 
neerable over a wide range. Anothe; p b r i a e  
waveguiding mechanism arises if one creates a 
ma-dimensional photonic bandgap in the clad- 
ding material. This enables one to confine light 
not only in a solid or liquid core, as in conven- 
-~. =- 
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tional fiber optics, but in'a core comprising a gas 
nower transmission. because the Dower-handline 
or vacuum. Such fibers open the door to high- 
capabilities of con&tional fiberican potentiall; 
be significantly exceeded. They also promise to 
